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Abstract 
This paper undertakes theoretical and experimental investigations of a stacked magnetic 
modulation harvester with frequency up-conversion for maximum harvesting of energy from swing 
motion. The harvester includes stacked rings including coils, an energy harvesting magnetic ring, a 
ferromagnetic ring, and a frequency up-conversion magnetic ring with proof mass, which are axially 
designed in the same rotating axis to increase the rotation speed of the magnetic field due to swing 
excitations from human motion. The magnetic flux density produced by frequency up-conversion 
mechanisms are calculated to derive the governing theoretical model for harvester performance 
prediction. The rotation speeds and inductive voltages of theoretical results show good agreement 
with the experimental results at a range of rotational speeds. A range of motion speeds tests on a 
treadmill are performed to demonstrate the advantage of the stacked electromagnetic harvesters on 
harvested energy from human motion. The average output power improves from approximately 
1.5mW to 11.8mW when walking speed increases from 4km/h to 8km/h; the maximum power 
density under human motion is 61.9μW∙g-1, with total weight of 190.7g.  
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The idea of harvesting energy from human motion to power low-power devices, including 
wearable devices, has become feasible as a result of recent advances in low-power microelectronics 
and energy harvesting devices. A variety of structures have been proposed and tested, which are often 
based on the mechanism of piezoelectric1,2, triboelectric3,4, and electromagnetic5,6 effects. For 
wearable items that range from a backpack7 to the boots1, the mechanical energy contained in a range 
of human motions have been considered. These include the swing of the upper-limb and lower-limb8, 
the oscillation of the center of mass of a human body9, the rotation of joints10 and walking pressure11, 
which have all been efficiently utilized in the last decade. Rome et al.12 developed a suspended-load 
backpack and generated power of 7.4W. Halim et al.13 designed an electromagnetic rotation energy 
harvester using a sprung eccentric rotor to generate a power of 61.3μW. A piezoelectric cantilever 
was miniaturized and placed in the shoe by Fan et al.14 to produce 0.35mW at a walking speed of 
8km/h. Gao et al.15 utilized a slider-crank mechanism to transform the rotary motion of a knee joint 
to a linear motion and generate 1.6mW for a total weight of just 307g. Michael et al.16 designed a 
harvester based on the impact of a moving mass on piezoelectric bending structures.  
  Despite the diversity of existing energy harvesting structures, the output power which has 
been generated remains low to achieve truly self-powered wearable devices. The underlying 
difficulty of achieving a higher output power lies in both the low-frequency and irregularity of 
human motion. Therefore, the transformation of low-frequency human motion into an 
high-frequency energy harvesting motion has attracted the interest of many researchers17-19. Zhang et 
al.20 fabricated a rotational electromagnetic energy harvester with a twisting driving structure and a 
ratchet-clutch structure, where the maximum speed of the ratchet can be as high as 3700rpm. Fan et 
al.21 proposed a rope-driven rotor that can undertake high-speed rotation during ultra-low frequency 
excitation. Wang et al.22 developed a magnetic-spring harvester to transform the low-frequency 
swing of the lower-limb to high-frequency oscillation of magnets. Cai et al.23 designed an 
electromagnetic generator with a magnetic frequency-up converter and generated an average power 
of 1.74mW. 
It is clear that the range of frequency up-conversion structures mentioned above enable and 
improvement in the performance of human motion energy harvesters. However, the total weight of 
the energy harvesters for human motion is often one of most significant constraints in the real-world 
applications. A compact structure of magnetic field modulation24 can be employed to achieve a 
frequency up-conversion function, without having a strong influence of the human effort required for 
walking. Moreover, it can eliminate any potential collision between oscillating magnets and stator 
magnets at higher accelerations6,22. Finally, the convenience and comfort of the harvesting worn 
during walking and running is an additional important factor. A simple and integrated structure 
design, such as stacked layers, is therefore required to improve the reliability and decrease the 
influence of supplementary components on human motion. As a result, this paper proposes a new 
stacked electromagnetic harvester with frequency up-conversion to enhance the energy harvesting 
performance from limb swing, where the device architecture is shown in Fig. 1. 
 
FIG. 1. Design and mounting position of the harvester. (a) Structure of the harvester. (b) Sectional view. (c) 
Mounting position on human body. (d) Critical parts. 
  
Fig. 1(a)-(d) demonstrate the structure of the harvester and its mounting position on the human 
body. The critical parts of the harvester are four rings which include a ferromagnetic ring, harvesting 
magnetic rig, coil rings and frequency up-conversion magnetic ring, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The 
working principle of the harvester is as follows: when the harvester is attached to the upper-limb or 
lower-limb, as shown in Fig. 1(b,c), the proof mass will rotate around the central axis during 
excitation by human motion. The frequency up-conversion magnetic ring, as well as its magnetic 
field, will rotate and follow the proof mass. The harmonic order of rotating magnetic field will 
change after it passes the ferromagnetic ring25, while the energy harvesting magnetic ring will rotate 
at a higher speed under the driving magnetic force. As a result, the magnetic flux inside the coils will 
change and generate an inductive voltage.  
 
The number and layout of magnets must be carefully designed in order to achieve magnetic 
modulation, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The transmission ratio Gr depends on the pole pairs of the two 
magnetic rings: 
                                   (2) 
where Pf  is the number of pole pairs of the frequency up-conversion magnetic ring, and Pe is the 
number of pole pairs of energy harvesting magnetic ring. 
As shown in Fig. 1(d), frequency-up magnetic ring is formed by 26 magnets with size of 5mm×
5mm×4mm, and the orientation of adjacent magnets is in an opposite direction to form 13 pole pairs. 
The energy harvesting magnetic ring consists of 32 magnets with size of 4mm×5mm×4mm, where 
four magnets are in the same orientation and can be seen as one magnetic pole. Therefore, the pole 
pairs of energy harvesting magnetic ring is 4, making the transmission ratio of the prototype 13:4. All 
magnets are made using sintered NdFeB, N50, and the ferromagnetic ring is manufactured by high 
permeability material (typically, silicon steel) with holes arranged uniformly in the circumferential 
direction. The holes and high permeability material blocks are in same size and alternately arranged, 
the number of holes equals the sum of pole pairs of two magnetic rings. The coils ring has eight coils 
connected in series and each coil has 500 turns and the total resistance of the coil ring is 140Ω. 
Two magnetic rings, the harvesting magnetic rig and frequency up-conversion magnetic ring, are 
employed in the harvester, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The magnetic fields that they generate is a key 
factor for frequency up-conversion and energy harvesting. A theoretical model aiming to depict the 








field strength and the magnetic flux density produced by cubic magnet (2a×2b×2c) at a specific 
point P(x0,y0,z0) can be calculated by Eqs. (3)-(4).  
               (3) 
    (4) 
Therefore, the magnetic flux density in the z-direction of point P(x0,y0,z0) can be indicated as: 
                         (5) 
Where Bjz represent the z-direction magnetic flux density of jth magnet in the point P(x0,y0,z0). 
 
FIG. 2. Magnetic flux density in z-direction. (a) Magnetic flux density of frequency-up magnetic ring. (b) Magnetic 
flux density of energy harvesting magnetic ring. (c) Coils parameters. 
Fig. 2 shows magnetic flux density of the two magnetic rings (harvesting ring and up-conversion 
ring) with a 1mm air gap between the observation plane and permanent magnets. The magnetic flux 
density of the frequency up-conversion magnetic ring can reach up to 0.399T with 26 magnetic poles, 
which is generated by 26 alternately arranged magnets. The magnetic flux density, as well as the 
front view and side view of energy harvesting magnetic ring, is shown in Fig. 2(b) with a coil shown. 
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The magnetic distribution of energy harvesting magnetic ring with 32 magnets shows 8 magnetic 
poles, in which each magnetic pole is composed of 4 magnets. The maximum magnetic flux density 
of energy harvesting ring is 0.371T, which is slightly lower than that of frequency up-conversion 
magnetic ring.  
Based on the theoretical model of magnetic fields, the performance of harvester can be predicted 
according to Faraday's law. The magnetic flux inside the coil can be obtained by integrating the 
magnetic flux density throughout the coils. Assuming that the number of coils turns is uniformly 
distributed in the radial direction and along the z-direction, the magnetic flux of ith coils can be 
expressed as:  
 (6) 
where Zh is the height of ith coils in the z-direction, Rmax and Rmin are the outside and inside diameter 
of coils respectively, indicates the coils’ position. R is the central diameter of magnetic ring. zg 
is the air gap between coils and magnets. Those parameters are indicated by Fig. 2 (c). 
   The total inductive voltage of harvester can be expressed as: 
                              (7) 
A prototype is fabricated based on these discussions. Firstly, the harvester is mounted on a motor 
to verify its frequency up-conversion functionality. The frequency-up magnetic ring rotates with the 
shaft of the motor, while the coil ring, central shaft and ferromagnetic ring are held still by a plastic 
plate, as shown in the Fig. 3(a). The inductive voltage is determined by an oscilloscope (DSO-X 
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Fig. 3(b). shows the sinewave-like voltage signal generated inside the coil ring. The rotation 
speed of energy harvesting magnetic ring can be obtained by the frequency of generated voltage 
signal, where the relation can be denoted as: 
                                  (8) 
Where ne (unit: rpm) represents the rotation speed of energy harvesting magnetic ring, f represents 
the frequency of generate voltage, and Pe is the number of pole pairs of energy harvesting magnetic 
ring. 
The inductive open circuit voltage under an input rotation speed of 152rpm, 248rpm and 
344rpm are chosen to verify the theoretical prediction of the model. The results are shown in the Fig. 
3(b), which shows that the theoretical model precisely predicts the amplitude and phase of 
experimental voltage. The average voltage from the experiments are 4.12V, 6.71V and 9.29V 
respectively, the corresponding average voltages are 4.11V, 6.71V and 9.31V in the theoretical 
prediction. The agreement with experiment and model results is excellent, with a maximum error of 
less than 0.25%.  
The rotation speed ratio of energy harvesting magnetic ring and frequency up-conversion 
magnetic ring is 13:4. The maximum ration speed error of energy harvesting magnetic ring is 1rpm, 









FIG. 3. Experimental set-up and results. (a) harvester mounted on the motor. (b) Experimental open circuit voltage 
and theoretical prediction. (c) Rotation speed of energy harvesting magnetic ring and generated average power. 
In addition to experiments on a motor, the performance of the harvester is also evaluated under 
human motion. The experimental set up is similar with previous experiments and the harvester is 
attached to the upper and lower-limb of human body by nylon tape, and connected to a resistance of 
140Ω, as shown in Fig.4 (a). An acceleration sensor (MEMSIC, CXL04GP3) is also placed near the 
harvester to measure the human motion excitation in the swing direction; perpendicular to the upper 
or lower-limb.  
 
FIG. 4. Experiments under human motion. (a) Experimental set up. Captured excitation, voltage and calculated 
average power when attached to upper-limb (b) and lower-limb (c). 
As indicated in Fig.4 (a), three subjects (Subject 1: male, 173cm/73kg. Subject 2: male, 
170cm/68kg. Subject 3: female, 169cm/66kg) walk and run on a treadmill at speeds ranging from 
4-8km/h (4-6km/h walking, 6.5-8km/h running). Fig.4 (b)-(c) shows the acceleration and voltage in a 
single measurement of ten seconds, where the mean value of average output power for three 
measurements are also presented. An acceleration surge is observed in the process of switching from 
walking to running when attached to the upper-limb, with the maximum value of ~5g (g=9.81m/s2). 
However, the generated voltage does not change significantly and one possible reason is that the 
excessive acceleration is beyond the torque transmission range of the harvester, therefore the energy 
harvesting magnetic ring cannot follow the rotation of the frequency up-conversion magnetic ring.  
At a normal walking speed of approximately 5km/h, the maximum acceleration and voltage of 
the harvester attached to upper-limb can reach up to 1.1g and 2V, where the corresponding average 
power is around 2.7mW. When attached to the lower-limb, the acceleration, voltage and power 
become 1.9g, 2V and 1.6mW respectively. In the case of running at a speed of 7 km/h, the average 
output power for subject 1, 2 and 3 is 8.3mW, 10.2mW and 7.5 mW on the upper-limb, and 6.3mW, 
6.1mW and 6.0mW for the lower-limb. Overall, the harvester tends to generate more energy when 
attached to upper-limb than lower-limb since…... The maximum power is 9.4mW, 11.8mW and 
9.2mW for subject 1, 2 and 3 when attached to upper-limb (Fig 4b) , and 7.9mW, 7.1mW and 6.8mW 
for lower-limb (Fig 4b). Overall, the maximum average power generated under human motion is 
11.8mW with a total harvester weight of 190.7g, corresponding to a power density is 61.9μW∙g-1. The 
excellent performance of harvester makes it possible to powering low-power device by harvesting 
energy from human motions (see Supplementary Video 1-3). 
In summary, an electromagnetic energy harvester is designed and fabricated with a novel stacked 
ring geometry to extract energy from limb swing to realize a frequency up-conversion function. The 
magnetic field of the magnetic ring and inductive voltage are calculated using a theoretical model. 
The frequency up-conversion function is assessed by constant rotating experiments, where the 
average power reaches 0.156W under input rotation speed of 344rpm. Theoretical predictions show 
excellent agreement with experimental results. The experiments under human motion indicates the 
maximum average power generated is 11.8mW with a total device weight of 190.7g, corresponding 
to a power density of 61.9μW∙g-1. The excellent performance in terms of high power density provides 
potential application in self-powered wearable energy harvesting devices and systems.. 
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